
 
 

CONSUMER PRODUCT EVENTS SERVES UP FIRST VIRTUAL MEDIA INTRODUCTION SALON WITH THE DEBUT OF 

“MEDIA & MERCH: A (VIRTUAL) PRESS JUNKET” ON NOVEMBER 11 AND 12, 2020 

 

Silver Living of the Pandemic, the Virtual Matchmaking for Products and Press Version Provides Exhibitors with 

Global Press Contacts 

 

(Malibu, CA November 10, 2020) – After 12 years of producing media introduction events in New York City and Los 

Angeles where consumer packaged goods and services are exposed directly to Consumer Product Event’s media 

contacts in those regions only, CPE  is serving up its first-ever online media introduction event, Media & Merch: A 

(Virtual) Press Junket on November 11 and 12, 2020. The leading CPG matchmaker for products and press provides 

this service to PR agencies, in-house marketing pros and brands themselves as a service to help press who are 

looking for new and interesting products for reviews, roundups and gift guides.  

 

Media & Merch: A (Virtual) Press Junket is the first of a schedule of virtual product and press showcases CPE has 

lined up for 2021; this year’s products include: 

 

Anam Caras An Anam Caras Fine Art Print is a unique gift for a child of any age. An Anam Cara (Soul Friend) is a 

fantastical, magical spirit. All can be customized with an inspiring message. Colleen Stratton’s wonderfully 

soul-nourishing artworks will make anyone feel loved and adored.  

 

Colleen Stratton | Colleen@anamcaras.com 

 

Annmarie: Annmarie Kelly shows women, and the men who love them, how to create the marriage relationship 

they really want in her book "The Five-Year Marriage." It’s a marriage lived in small “doable chunks” one that gives 

partners the space to change and grow with love. The Five-Year Marriage empowers couples to get more out of life 

— more meaning, more purpose, more intimacy, and more sizzle.  

 

AnnMarie Kelly | Annmarie@fiveyearmarriage.com 

 

A Token Of is an LA-based modern locket company. The direct to consumer, charity-based company‘s lockets are 

each instilled with a virtue and made of French enamel, fine metals and gems. This celebrity favorite locket makes 

the perfect gift.  

 

Jennifer Noonan | noonan976@gmail.com 

 

Books by Robin Morning Inspired by her time as a member of the U.S. National Team and the 1968 U.S. Olympic 

Ski Team, Robin Morning wrote For the Love of It: The Mammoth Legacy of Roma and Dave McCoy to trace the 

lives of Roma and Dave McCoy. Follow the visionary founders of world-renowned Mammoth Mountain Ski Area, 

from their singular childhoods through their eventual building of the first chairlift in the Eastern Sierra.  

 

Robin Morning | rdmorning@hotmail.com 
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Catalyst Cases: The Total Protection case for the AirPods Pro is the first of its kind anywhere. It's our highest 

performing AirPods case to date.  The case is completely waterproof to 330ft (100m), made of tough, 

polycarbonate and is easy to wash with soap and water and disinfect with EPA-approved disinfectants in line with 

the CDC recommendations. It’s the ultimate protection “tank” for your AirPods Pro. 

 

Chris Herbert | chris@catalystcase.com 

 

Deborah Lindquist: The denim collection is created from upcycled denim, designed to be multi-seasonal, as our 

favorite fashion item-jeans tend to be. Deconstructed denim that's recreated into dresses, coats, and jackets are 

hand cut, hand sewn and each have their own personality because of the vintage nature of the fabric. An 

important core value as an ethical fashion brand is that we do our best to utilize all fabric to insure a zero waste 

business model  in our production methods.  

 

 

 

Deborah Lindquist | deborah@deborahlindquist.com 

 

dooloop: "Finally, dog lovers’ hands are poop bag free!! Dooloop, the simple yet revolutionary, zero-fiddling way 

to handle ’the business'. Who do you know would rather squish bags into a pocket or hang on for the duration? 

The perfect stocking stuffer, dooloops lead to funny conversations, and are something they’ll actually use for 

under $10. Dooloops are made in Maine and eco-friendly." 

Beth Herriman| beth@thedooloop.com 

 

Finders Key Purse®: You have that no-touch tool so you don’t have to touch door handles, keypads and elevator 

buttons but why aren’t you using it? Because it is stuck at the bottom of your bag and you don’t have time to find 

it. Finders Key Purse® will retrieve that tool instantly along with any safety device, keys or fobs that you want to 

grab instantly. 

Jennifer Jenkins | Jennifer@finderskeypurse.com 

 

Four Seasons at Angelinos Caroline McBride has been the PR Director of Serafina Restaurant Group for over a 

decade, Serafina is an iconic NYC restaurant chain popular among celebrities including Leo DiCaprio, Kim 

Kardashian, Jennifer Lopez, Lady Gaga, LeBron James and Justin Bieber. McBride’s romantic comedy novel Four 

Seasons at Angelino’s (Post Hill Press) is inspired by her experiences opening Serafina locations around the world 

as well as the time she’s spent consulting for other restaurants, hotels and beauty brands. 

 

Amy Prenner | amy@theprennergroup.com 

 

HyperX is a global gaming brand that has become more popular recently because of the WFH, School From Home 

and general stay at home activities during the pandemic. HyperX will be presenting three new products (wireless 

headset, gaming mouse and USB microphone for Zoom calls or streaming online), all are appropriate for product 

reviews and holiday gift guides. HyperX is also announcing the expansion of the global HyperX Heroes influencer 

line up. HyperX’s tagline is WE’RE ALL GAMERS, and it has never been more appropriate than now. 

Mark Tekunoff | mark_tekunoff@hyperxgaming.com 
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The JK Collection: The JK Collection, by fashion stylist and designer, Joe Katz, has a new quality collection of men’s 

neckwear with unique, one of a kind creations. The Joseph Katz Collection is different than the ordinary tie found 

in any conventional store. These exclusive ties and bowties are made out of a variety of high-end Italian fabrics 

targeted to provide an elite, professional attire. 

Joe Katz | Joe@Josephkatz.com 

 

Kikkerland Design Since 1992 Kikkerland Design has established itself as one of the top companies in the world 

offering unique, well-designed products that inspire our lives. Kikkerland supports and represents independent 

self-producing designers and student design programs around the world. 

Laura Kellner | lkellner@kikkerland.com 

 

Kingston Technology: Remote learning and work-from-home is now the new normal. Kingston Technology has the 

essential tools to help the transition to working from home more efficient and productive. 

 

Leng Chhoeu | Leng_Chhoeu@kingston.com 

 

LINGO Tech Made Easy! LINGO is a self-paced, STEM-based, home-learning, coding kit that enables teens and older 

to enhance their STEM skills in a fun and engaging way, unleashes creativity and inspires innovation.  LINGO is a 

product line of STEMBoard, founded by Aisha Bowe, an award-winning, aerospace engineer and former NASA 

rocket scientist. 

 Marjie Hadadl | Marjie@mhc-pr.com 

 

obVus Solutions [ob-Vee-uhs] is a Los Angeles-based wellness company that develops user-friendly products to 

coach and condition healthy habits such as mindful posture and breathing. Its flagship five-time patented product, 

minder®, is a user-friendly, smart app and accessories which pairs with the Apple Watch to offer real-time insight 

and build healthy habits. The obVus Laptop Tower Stand, an ergonomically designed, height-adjustable that turns a 

laptop into sit/stand/desk, named “Best Laptop Stand to Save Your Neck” by Wired magazine in 2020.  For more 

information, visit www.obvus.me. 

Sonya Grigoruk | sonyagrpr@gmail.com 

 

Spark Kits for Girls ignite the power in girls so they can believe in their ability to be unstoppable! More than two 

dozen activities and supplies teach creativity, confidence, communication, critical thinking, coping skills, and 

collaboration. Kits come with access to girl experts via phone and secure videoconferences, so girls can meet other 

girls. In this Spark Kit, girls create their own RBG collars, learn about the right to vote, and write stump speeches.  

 

Laura Williams | laura@momentum-pr.com 

 

Style Union Home Brought to the table in 2020 by the CoFounder of True Religion Apparel, fashion powerhouse 

Kym Gold, it all started when she couldn’t find a bowl. Not just any bowl, but a beautiful bowl, so she made it 

herself– this humble vessel inspired the creation of Style Union Home (SUH). SUH brings luxury fashion to the 

home in the shape of substantially-designed ceramic tableware, decorative accessories and pet ware. 
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Organically-inspired designs are brought to life by a force of fashion and custom glazes blended by a legend in the 

ceramics industry. Style Union Home is handmade in LA; a classic brand with just the right amount of edge. 

 

Macy Harrell | macy@bdpr.com 

 

Tervis Since 1946 Tervis has created sustainable drinkware that keeps hot drinks hot and cold drinks cold. From 

tumblers, wine glasses, mugs and water bottles, Tervis has a size and style for everyone. Tervis licenses with all the 

major brands from your favorite sports team to superhero. You can even design your own on tervis.com 

 

Kim Livengood | kim@theEclipse.agency 
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